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Recipes for Kids: Fruit Cone
This summer, if you're looking for a healthy alternative to ice cream, stay cool with
this fun treat! All you need is a small waffle cone and some fruit, and you can
inspire your preschooler to eat well as she builds a delicious summery fruit cone.
Not only will your child be making a nutritious snack, but she'll also be practicing
measuring and maybe even a little patterning in the process.

What You Need:

3 different types of fruits like strawberries, cantaloupe and blueberries
Small waffle cone
3 small bowls
1 large bowl
Measuring cup
Tablespoon
Knife
Lite Coolwhip
Sherbet or sorbet of any flavor (optional)
Granola or other toppings (optional)

What You Do:

1. Cut the fruit and place each fruit in its own bowl. You'll want to cut the fruit
into small pieces so that they'll fit into the waffle cone.

2. Introduce your preschooler to the measuring cup, asking her questions
about which lines mean 1/2 cup, 1/3 cup, and so on.

3. Have your child measure out 1/2 cup of strawberries, 1/3 cup of cantaloupe, and count 15 blueberries to place in the large bowl.
4. Hold the small waffle cone while your child uses the tablespoon to scoop in the mixed fruit from the large plastic bowl. If you want

to add sherbet, do so before you add the fruit, so the sherbet rests on the bottom of cone.
5. Let your child top her creation with some Lite Coolwhip. Add a touch of granola or cereal, if desired.

Voilà! Now your child has a cool and healthy fruit cone, perfect for a summer day's end.

You can make this activity more educational by having your preschooler make patterns with the fruit. Make a patriotic pattern with
strawberries, Coolwhip, and blueberries, for instance. Patterns never tasted so good!

Author: Alexia A. Chianis
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Flower Garden Snack
Add a touch of floral beauty to a midday feast with this easy-to-make garden of
fresh veggies and cheese. Crunchy, healthy celery makes for a perfect stem, while
creamy cheese is sliced into lovely flower heads. This garden-fresh feast is the
perfect snack to spark a discussion about healthy eating, food groups and even
what to grab at the grocery store. Involving your child in the preparation of dishes
is the best way to teach her healthy eating habits—and may inspire her to develop
her own green thumb.

What You Need:

2 Celery stalks
Yellow and White Cheese
Plastic knife

What You Do:

1. Cut celery stalks in thirds, and then cut them into thin pieces to create flower
stems.

2. Cut flower heads—such as roses and tulips—out of white and yellow cheese
slices. Or, protect tiny fingers by allowing your child to use a cookie cutter to
create petals for each delicious flower.

3. Place the flower heads on top of the ends of the celery stick stems.
4. Serve alongside a fresh pitcher of lemonade for a tasty, warm-weather

snack.

Helpful Tip

Opt for carrots instead of celery for flower stems to add color and flavor to your garden-themed nibbles.
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Gratitude Tree
Research shows that when we focus on things we're grateful
for, we literally rewire our brains to focus on the positive. This
gratitude tree activity helps kids experience the joy of
gratitude by creating trees with messages of thanks. First,
have your children go for a nature walk to find the perfect tree
branch that has multiple limbs. Next, make and decorate
different color leaves to adorn the branch with messages
about thankfulness. Once the leaves are attached, place the
branch in a vase or jar. Designed with kindergarten through
second grade students in mind, this activity incorporates
reading, writing, appreciation, and mindfulness—an
important message for kids of all ages!

What You Need:

Tree branch

Fall-colored paint (red, orange, yellow) 

A vase or large jar 

Construction paper 

Scissors 

Glue

String or yarn 

Hole puncher 

Dark permanent marker 

Pebbles or marbles (optional) 

 

What You Do: 

1. Go on a nature hunt to find a special tree branch. You want to make sure that the branch is fairly large and has multiple limbs. 

2. Bring the branch inside and set it on your table. 

3. Talk with your child about what “gratitude” means. Explain that gratitude has to do with being thankful. Brainstorm some things
that you are thankful for in your family (e.g., food, water, shelter, love, family, friends, your dog, etc.).

4. Explain to your family that you are going to make your very own gratitude tree. Assist your kids (level of assistance depends on
your child’s needs) in painting the tree branch. 

5. As the branch dries, have your child draw leaves on the construction paper. Try to make the leaves fairly big, about two leaves
per page. If your child is very young, you can draw the leaves yourself. Cut out the leaves, aiming for about 10 finished leaves. 

6. Use the hole puncher to create a hole at the top of each leaf. 

7. Have your child write down things they are grateful for on the leaves. Encourage one-word answers like “family,” “love,” or
phrases like “friends that like to play basketball.” You can have young kids dictate their responses to you. Kids can also add
drawings and decorations to the leaves if desired. 

8. When the branch is dry, place it in the vase or jar. You can surround the branch with pebbles or marbles to make it more sturdy. 

9. Put string or yarn through the holes of each leaf and tie the leaves to the branch. 

10. Refer to your family gratitude tree throughout the season to remind your children the importance of being thankful for what we
have! Feel free to keep adding leaves as the season goes on. 

Author: Lily Jones
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Natural Emotions
Emotions are a natural part of life, and it's important to
remember that they come and go like a passing storm or a
blooming flower. In this social emotional learning activity,
your child will learn about emotions and how they change,
just like many parts of nature. Then they will spend time
outside, exploring and reflecting on what they have learned.
This is a great activity to help your child practice mindfulness
of emotions and self-management skills.

What You Need:

Nature and Emotions worksheet
Outdoor space for reflection

 

What You Do:

1. Ask your child how they are feeling right now.
2. Ask, "What is something in nature that may reflect how you are feeling?"

Provide examples, such as a storm reflecting anger, or a flower representing gentleness and beauty.
3. Tell your learner that emotions come and go and are always changing, just like things in nature. Explain this concept: "In nature, a

storm passes, rain comes pouring down, then rain clouds lift away. Also, a flower blooms, shows its beauty, then withers."
4. Share that today, your child will spend some time in nature. They will write and draw to reflect on the temporary parts of nature.
5. Show them the Nature and Emotions worksheet, and read through its instructions.
6. Then, go outside and have your child begin reflecting. Supervise them and help them out whenever needed.

Author: Meena Srinivasan
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